PIZZA AND A SLICE OF FUTURE

Thursdays 5:00 PM – 6:00 PM
ISTBX Room 102

Pizza and a Slice of Future is a class where you can literally earn credit while eating pizza: all while discussing, exploring, and learning about some of the most profound and transformative advances in technology innovation around.

Fall Semester Topics:
- Aug 17  Does AI present an existential threat?
- Aug 24  Will your next Best Friend Forever be a machine?
- Aug 31  How will electroprogrammable biology change the future (Xenobots)?
- Sept 7  Could we genetically engineer astronauts to protect against radiation? Should we?
- Sept 14  How will we make chocolate in microgravity?
- Sept 21  Just how likely is the Singularity?
- Sept 28  What will learning and education look like in a post-ChatGPT world?
- Oct 5   Could AI solve the problem of loneliness?
- Oct 12  Will brain implants one day make us smarter?
- Oct 19  If you had an Apple Vision Pro, what would you do with it?
- Oct 26  Will dating in the metaverse ever become commonplace?
- Nov 2   Will we one day be able to make a fully contained biocompatible human heart?
- Nov 9   What are some of the widest ways AI might change society?
- Nov 16  Could cultured brain cells find their way into the next supercomputers?
- Nov 30  What most excites you about possible technology advances in the next 10 years?

To sign up just search for “pizza” in the ASU Class Search, and see you there!